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The Rules of Video Game Trivia

● 5 Rounds + The Bonus Round

● In the first section, you will say your name to buzz in

● In the second section + Bonus Round, everyone will have a chance to  

write down their answers

● Point values will increase as the game goes on

● There is 100% audience participation



Audience Participation for Video Game Trivia

● One line in the middle of the room

● The person at the front of the line will be able to answer the 

question they are posed

● You are allowed to confer with the person directly behind you

● Once your question has finished, you may move to back of the line

● In the second and third sections, the whole audience will be able to 
participate, but must remain silent for the first round







The Speed Round

● 12 questions from the video game world
● 1 point per correct answer
● Buzz-in with your name
● If a team/audience answers incorrectly, they 

are locked out for that question
● Audience: only the person at the mic can 

speak



Question 1



Question 1

How many SimCity games features numbers in the 
title over the number 10?



Question 1

How many SimCity games features numbers in the 
title over the number 10?

2 
(SimCity 2000 and SimCity 3000)



Question 2



Question 2

Speaking of Will Wright’s games, what “Sim” game is 
the only one to feature an insect in the title?



Question 2

Speaking of Will Wright’s games, what “Sim” game is 
the only one to feature an insect in the title?

SimAnt





Question 3



Question 3

Who dis:



Question 3

Who was that?

Mister Mosquito





Question 4



Question 4

Speaking of bugs, which 2010s game featured a bug 
that turned a normal everyday briefcase into a homing 

briefcase? HINT: It became so infamous within the 
community, it was embraced as an official feature.



Question 4

Speaking of bugs, which 2010s game featured a bug 
that turned a normal everyday briefcase into a homing 

briefcase? HINT: It became so infamous within the 
community, it was embraced as an official feature.

Hitman 2





Question 5



Question 5

In the Deal or No Deal video game for the Nintendo 
DS, what is the largest amount of money that you can 

obtain from one of the game’s 26 briefcases?



Question 5

In the Deal or No Deal video game for the Nintendo 
DS, what is the largest amount of money that you can 

obtain from one of the game’s 26 briefcases?

$1,000,000





Question 6



Question 6

Howie Mandel, the host of Deal or No Deal, appeared 
as Gizmo in which 2015 toys-to-life game?



Question 6

Howie Mandel, the host of Deal or No Deal, appeared 
as Gizmo in which 2015 toys-to-life game?

Lego Dimensions





Question 7



Question 7

Sonic the Hedgehog also appears in Lego Dimensions. 
Who voices Sonic the Hedgehog in the game?



Question 7

Sonic the Hedgehog also appears in Lego Dimensions. 
Who voices Sonic the Hedgehog in the game?

Roger Craig Smith



Question 8



Question 8

Roger Craig Smith famously had a Christmas-themed 
Game Awards moment in 2019 when he appeared 

“live” as Mirage to promote a holiday themed event in 
this game.



Question 8

Roger Craig Smith famously had a Christmas-themed 
Game Awards moment in 2019 when he appeared 

“live” as Mirage to promote a holiday themed event in 
this game.

APEX Legends





Question 9



Question 9

As of Season 18, how many playable characters are in 
the APEX Legends (within 1)?



Question 9

As of Season 18, how many playable characters are in 
the APEX Legends (within 1)?

24





Question 10



Question 10

There has only been one game based on the Fox TV 
show 24 that was ever released. It appeared on one 

console… name the console where it appeared.



Question 10

There has only been one game based on the Fox TV 
show 24 that was ever released. It appeared on one 

console… name the console where it appeared.

PS2





Question 11



Question 11

You thought you had escaped a follow-up question 
about Kiefer Sutherland? Ha. Name the two video 

other “non-24” game franchises where Kiefer 
Sutherland has lent his voice.



Question 11

You thought you had escaped a follow-up question 
about Kiefer Sutherland? Ha. Name the two video 

other “non-24” game franchises where Kiefer 
Sutherland has lent his voice.

Call of Duty
Metal Gear Solid



Question 12



Question 12

Name the only game developer that was able to 
develop a Metal Gear game outside of Kojima 

Productions and Konami between 2012 and 2022.



Question 12

Name the only game developer that was able to 
develop a Metal Gear game outside of Kojima 

Productions and Konami between 2012 and 2022.

Platinum Games





Box Art Blitz

● I'm going to show you a small segment of box art from a video 
game and your job is to tell me the name of that video game. 

● After the first glimpse, I’ll zoom out twice to show more of the 
box art.

● Each correct answer is worth 1 point.
● There are 5 box arts
● If you answer incorrectly, you are locked out of that box art.
● Audience: only the person at the mic can speak













































Step Up to the Plate

● This is not a round to do with baseball, but rather about license plates

● Based on the license plate, tell me the game that is driving

● Vanity plates in most jurisdictions are 8 characters, so some folks had to 

get a little creative

● Each correct answer is worth 1 point

● There are 5 license plates

● If you answer incorrectly, you are locked out of that question

● Audience: only the person at the mic can speak



ZAGSWHIP

FOXYZLDA





POWRPLLT







MEGABSTR







BUBBCHWR







PNKLRPLZ







BILLSFVE











Metacritic Critic

● In Metacritic Critic, I will give you a set of games and you're 
going to write down the Metacritic score. 

● They’re all Wii games.
● Closest to the score wins, if there's a tie, the player who is 

under the score wins. 
● 5 games in this round
● Each game is worth 2 points.
● You’ll use your white board to write down an answer.
● Audience: scream out your suggestions

























The Bargain Bin

● Pulled the current prices for 5 video games with the help of 
PriceCharting and I want you to guess the price of the game I 
give you. 

● Closest to the score wins, if there's a tie, the player who is 
under the score wins. 

● Each game is worth 2 points.
● You’ll use your white board to write down an answer.
● Prices were captured in USD, end of August 2023
● Audience: scream out your suggestions



Complete (includes Disc, Manual, and Box)



Complete (includes Disc, Manual, and Box)



Complete (includes Box, System, Controller & Cables)



Complete (includes Box, System, Controller & Cables)



Complete (includes Cartridge, Manual, and Box)



Complete (includes Cartridge, Manual, and Box)



Complete (includes Disc, Manual, and Box)



Complete (includes Disc, Manual, and Box)



Complete (includes Cartridges, Manuals, and Boxes)



Complete (includes Cartridges, Manuals, and Boxes)



Complete (includes Cartridges, Manuals, and Boxes)



$512.44
Complete (includes Cartridges, Manuals, and Boxes)
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The Bonus Round

● One question
● Bet as much as you want. 
● Write down your wager and I will check it.
● Then, I will read the question twice and you will have one 

minute to write down your answer.
● Answer correctly, and win that many points. 
● Answer incorrectly and you lose that many points.
● Audience: scream out your wagers but do not scream out 

answers



The Category for the Bonus Round is...



Video Game Voice Acting



Wager Now





This popstar & actor, whose biggest pop hit was released 
in 2008, has voiced Roxas in the Kingdom Hearts series 

since KH2.

Name that singer/voice actor.





Credit: Octobomb via DeviantArt





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zR5_KkxgGqE&t=35

